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The Sustainable Travel Advisor 

People are becoming aware of the need to live in a sustainable way by not consuming more 
resources than are available to them. One area of our lives in which we can live more sustainably 
than at the moment is the area of travel. Travelling consumes natural resources of different types. 
Changing how we travel can reduce our consumption of these resources. 

A software house has identified a market for an online application, which will run on travellers’ 
mobile devices, to provide them with advice on more sustainable travel in London. The intended 
market is the large number of middle-class residents and visitors to London who are aware of the 
need for more sustainable living and want to travel in a more sustainable way. The application will 
be called SussedTravel. It shall provide up-to-date travel information and journey route planning 
support to travellers but supplement it with rating information that shows environmental and other 
impacts of taking each possible journey route. For example, travelling from the University to Park 
Lane by a rented Bentley car will be rated as being less sustainable than taking a taxi, which in 
turn will be rated as less sustainable than taking an Underground train, or cycling, or walking. Of 
course, deciding on what factors impact on sustainable travel and how to present these factors to 
travellers are both problems that the SussedTravel development team – you – will need to 
overcome. 

The software house envisages SussedTravel to be a little like existing iPhone applications that 
give London travel advice and journey route planning, but with additional sustainability 
information. Furthermore SussedTravel will run on any type of mobile device. Travellers can use 
SussedTravel to investigate how sustainable different forms of travel are, do sustainable journey 
route planning, and receive up-to-date information during a journey about problems and 
sustainable solutions to overcome them. To do this the SussedTravel application will need to 
draw on: 

• Existing real-time travel web services from providers such as Transport for London (TfL) 
and TransportDirect that provide up-to-date travel information on transport routes and 
problems; 

• New on-line web services from providers who want to provide up-to-date information and 
alerts about sustainable resources and environmental impact (e.g. the effect of hot 
weather on traffic pollution). 

The development team recognize that SussedTravel will not be the only source of information 
that travellers will use. Travellers are also expected to draw upon information from friends, family 
and media sources to make decisions about sustainable travel in London. 

The following use case specification specifies how a traveller and SussedTravel will behave when 
route planning prior to a journey. 
 
Name Plan a journey 
Use Case ID ST02 
Author Neil Maiden 
Date 21st August 2009 
Source SussedTravel focus group 
Actors SussedTravel, traveller 
Precis  A traveller decides to make a journey, and enters the starting point, date/time and destination into 

SussedTravel. SussedTravel computes different travel routes and their sustainability, then 
presents them to the traveller who then decides which route or routes to use, and enters the 
decision into SussedTravel. 

Non-Functional UR: A traveller shall be able to select a sustainable journey route in a time acceptable to the 
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Requirements traveller. 
Added Value Sustainability and related information and ranking of planned journey routes. 
Justification A perceived market for the services to be offered by the SussedTravel application. 
Triggering event A traveller decides to make a journey for which s/he wants sustainability information and ratings. 
Preconditions The traveller’s mobile device is functioning correctly. 

The SussedTravel application is functioning correctly. 
Third-party travel and other services that SussedTravel invokes are functioning correctly. 

Assumptions The traveller has an interest in sustainable travel information. 
The traveller has the knowledge and cognitive capabilities to understand sustainable travel 
information. 

Successful end 
states 

The traveller selects a journey route and understands the sustainability rating of the route.  

Unsuccessful end 
states 

The traveller is unable to select a journey route when s/he wants to. 
The traveller selects a journey route and does not understand the sustainability rating of the route. 

Normal Course 1. The traveller enters the journey start location, destination and date/time into SussedTravel. 
 2. SussedTravel accesses third-party service information relevant to the entered journey. 
 3. SussedTravel computes different journey routes. 
 4. SussedTravel computes sustainability ratings for each different journey route. 
 5. SussedTravel presents the computed journey routes and sustainability ratings to the 

traveller. 
 6. The traveller reads the computed journey routes and sustainability ratings from 

SussedTravel. 
 7. The traveller selects the preferred journey route. 
 8. The traveller enters the preferred journey route into SussedTravel. 
 9. SussedTravel stores the preferred journey route. 

The use case specification for plan a journey. 
 
Part I: Strategic Dependency Modelling 

The software house has employed a consultant team who will use the i* system modelling 
approach to model requirements for use of SussedTravel by a traveller. You are a member of 
this team. Produce an i* Strategic Dependency (SD) model of this system, showing the strategic 
dependencies between the actors traveller, SussedTravel, third-party travel services, third-party 
environment services, TfL, media and other people. 

Marks awarded: Part I is worth 40% of the total marks. Marks are allocated for the correct 
specification of strategic dependencies that reflect the roles, responsibilities and delegation of 
responsibilities of the actors. 
 
Part II: Strategic Rationale Modelling 

Using your SD model from Part I as input, produce an SR model for the traveller actor who is 
using SussedTravel to plan a journey route. The model should include the goal dependency 
the traveller depends on SussedTravel to attain the goal sustainable journey selected. The model 
should also show all dependencies to the other actors in the SD model. Show all these 
dependencies to other actors, but do not elaborate the other actor models in the SR model. 

Marks awarded: Part II is worth 60% of the total marks. Marks are allocated for completeness 
and correctness of your SR model, and consistency with your SD model. 
 
General Points 

Some general comments. First, try and be precise - system designers have to design and build 
systems from these requirements. This will require you to think a lot, so if it seems too easy, stop 
and think some more. The other major piece of advice is to be concise. Good luck. 


